Sir,

It was good to read the comments regarding our article on "Reliability of Mahajan\'s classification of gingival recessions: A pioneer clinical study." In this context, the authors of the letter to the editor have pointed out some specific questions, which we want to clarify:

Regarding confusion in Class 1 and 2: The authors of the letter to the editor have stated "in this aspect, Miller\'s classification specifies the level of facial loss (marginal tissue loss to or beyond mucogingival junction), whereas Mahajan\'s classification has no provision to specify the loss of facial tissue." which is not a valid statement as the classification system given by Mahajan also takes marginal tissue position into consideration for classifying Class 1 and 2 recession defects, also the definition of gingival recession itself explains the involvement of marginal gingiva in any classification system.\[[@ref1]\] We recommend that the authors of the letter to the editor should go through the Mahajan\'s classification system once again\[[@ref2]\]Confusion regarding Class 3 and 4: Distinction between gingival recession Class (1 and 2) and Class (3 and 4) is based upon the involvement of interproximal bone loss in Class (3 and 4) in contrast to Class (1 and 2) (again derived from Miller\'s original classification), which is quiet simple to understand. Furthermore, the doubt that Mahajan\'s classification doesn\'t include facial tissues is quiet interesting as it\'s obvious that gingival recessions are being discussed in terms of root denudation and not solely on basis of the loss of interproximal tissue.\[[@ref3][@ref4]\] We recommend the author of the letter to the editor to see the clinical pictures published in the article to depict the various classification classes\[[@ref2]\]Regarding noninclusion of palatal recessions: The authors of Mahajan\'s classification have themselves already mentioned in the published article that one theoretical limitation of their classification is noninclusion of palatal recessions (page 41, last para line 11) and the reason suggested by Mahajan *et al*.,\[[@ref2]\] is quiet valid as most of the current evidence suggests that all the treatment options available till date are directed toward treatment of buccal gingival recessions not the palatal ones.\[[@ref5][@ref6]\]

We also want to underscore the facts that:

Despite all the limits and drawbacks, Miller\'s classification system is the most popular, clinician friendly and practical system to classify gingival recessions till date and the given classification system by Mahajan *et al*.,\[[@ref2]\] is derived from the original Miller\'s classification system to classify gingival recessions with some modifications to eliminate the major drawbacks associated with the original Miller\'s classification.

Our classification system should not be viewed as a "de novo" system as it still has Miller\'s classification as its basis and purposely too as we feel that being used for more than three decades the majority of the clinicians who are accustomed to Miller\'s classification system will accept the modifications with ease instead of adapting a totally new classification system, which may be more theoretically apt but practically/clinically unfit.

We hope we have answered most of the doubts raised in the letter to the editor and welcome further suggestions.
